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Explain the characteristics that a process sf collectrng, anaiysing and
interpreting information to find so{utions ror problerns to be called
research.

ldentify two problems rn the fieleJ of buslness which can he found
solutions by applying research rnrefi-rodofogy.

A research process includes thnee phases, deciding, pfanning and
undertaking, which are broken into nrany steps. {itustrate 

'tdiagrammatically"

The typology of research ean be isoked at from three
application, objectives and the enquri.y process. Briefly
types of research frorn tFre point c: view of objectives"

perspeetirres.

descrihe the

{Zffi Manks}

Briefly explain hovr reseanch pnoblenxs are connected to people and
subject areas citing examples in the fieNd of comn,erce.

The process of formulating a researchr pr"obxem coslsists of a nunnber of
steps. Briefly explain them with exanrples rn the field of husrness.

write five well defined research preblerns in the field of Business as
interrogative statements (euestioning format).

Explain how the literatune review helps a reseancher in every
operational step of research prCIcess.

(20 Marks)



3. (a) Measurability is the nrain difference hetweenr a concept and
Explain.

Explain the process of operationarization of concept using ex
the field of business.

Fron'l the viewpoint of the causar rerationship, there are four
categorising variables. Explain such variables.

Distinguish between nominar scare variabres and
variables.

A research design has two rnaln functions. griefly exptaln

(b)

(c)

(d)

4. (a)

(b) The cross sectionar study design is best suited to strdies
finding out the prevalence of a phenonrenon, situation,
attitude or issue, by taking a cross-section of the popuration.
examples of research tifles in the fierd of business whi
studied under this study design.

(c) ldentify the types of study design based on nurnber of co
following examples of research probfems:

Consumer satisfaction with a pnoduct

A study on the changes in the incidence of dengue
Lanka

(iii) The attitudes of undergraduate students towards
facilities available in the Universities

(i)

(ii)
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(a)

(b)

(iv)The impact of incentives on the prcductivity of the employees of

government orEan ization

(v) The effect of an advertisement on tLie sale of a product

(vi)The relationship between the horne envinonment and the acadennic

performance of students

Observation is one way to collect prirnany data. There are slnany

situations in which sbservationr is the nrost appropriate metfiod of

data collection. Discuss such situatione !n the field of business.

{2CI Manks}

Briefly explain the fulnctions of attitudlnal scales in measula-en'lent cf

attitude in quantitative nesearches.

The concept of appropriateness and aceuracy as applied to a neseanch

process is called "Validity'. Briefly explain the types of validity.

ln stratified randorn sampling the researcher attempts to stratity the

population in such a way that the popuNation within a stratum is

homogeneous with respect to the characteristic on the basis of which it

is being stratified. lllustrate schernatieally the procedure fon seleating.a

sample in this metllod with an example"

A research proposal is an overall plan, scl''leme, structune and strategy

designed to obtain arlswers to the nesearch questions on probiems that

constitute the researeh project. List or-lt the contents of snch nesearch

proposal.

(c)

(d)

{tr0 Manks}


